How To Get Free Bitcoin
Introduction
Bitcoin seems to be the new craze on the internet, and even off line, with speculators paying
hard cash for the digital currency and businesses beginning to accept it as a form of payment.
If you want to see what all the rage is about,but don't have money to to spend gambling on the
value of bitcoin, you can test the waters by earning some for free! This report will show you
how you can get some free bits of bitcoins, and save them up in a virtual wallet until you're
ready to spend them or sell them.

What is Bitcoin?
Basically, Bitcoin is a form of virtual digital currency, generated (or
"mined") by computers as they solve complex mathematical problems.
Peer-to peer transactions are free and anonymous, making bitcoins prized
by many people for legal and illegal uses. (Although, if you want to sell
or buy bitcoins for actual cash, you need a link to your bank account, at
which point the transaction is no longer anonymous).
Unlike tangible precious metals like gold and silver, bitcoins have no
inherent value, but due to speculators and "investors," they are worth money, at a rate that
constantly fluctuates. Some businesses are now accepting Bitcoin as a method of payment as
well. This can give Bitcoin some lasting value, for those who want to invest in them. I would
never spend my hard-earned cash for virtual currency, no matter how popular, but I decided to
look into getting some bitcoins (or rather, small portions of bitcoins) for free. I found a lot of
great sites for doing this, and I'll share my tips in the following pages.
Different sites pay out different fractions of bitcoins, using various terms, so here is a short
summary of what various parts of bitcoins are worth.

1 BTC = 100,000,000 Satoshis = 1000mBTC = 1,000,000 uBTC.
1 mBTC = 100,000 Satoshis = 1000 uBTC (0.001BTC)
1 μBTC (microbitcoin) = 100 Satoshis (0.00000100 BTC)
1 Satoshi = 0.00000001 BTC
1000 Satoshis = 1 bit (0.00001000 BTC)

Earn Free Bitcoin
A Wallet and Bitcoin Address
Your first step is to get a free "wallet" to hold your bitcoins. I got
mine from Coinbase. There are various levels of "verification," but you
do not have to complete all the steps to use the wallet. I did complete
the phone verification, as they send you a test verification code when
you complete transactions.
After you sign up on Coinbase, you need to get a "Bitcoin address,"
where the various sites will send your free bitcoins to. The site can be a
little confusing at first, so here are the step by step instructions with
screencaps to get the Bitcoin address.
Click on "Account Settings" on the left side of the page.

Then click on "Bitcoin Addresses"....................

.........and select "Create New Address".

This will automatically generate a Bitcoin address, which is what you will use to submit to free
sites to collect free Bitcoin.

It's a good idea to copy and paste this address into a blank Notepad or Wordpad document
and save it. Then when you visit the daily free bitcoin sites you can just open the document and
copy this address, then paste it into each site.
Now that you have a wallet and a bitcoin address, you are ready to get some free Bitcoin.
There are a few different categories of free bitcoin sites. Some pay you for clicking on ads (like
traditional PTC sites) or doing offers (like GPT sites). The ones I like are called faucets, and
pay just for submitting your Bitcoin address and solving a "captcha."
There is one more thing you might want to do, to make earning bitcoins from faucet sites
quicker and easier. Most of these sites are hourly, and typing the same website URLs can
become tedious quickly. The solution is to make a “batch file” that will open all the sites at
once in your default browser. This neat trick comes courtesy of the Addictivetips.com website.
(Be sure your default web browser is set to open new sites in a new tab, unless you want a ton
of windows open!)
Here is a simple way to make a batch file that will open all the sites at once in the browser.
Typing up the batch file initially takes some time, but it is worth it in the long run.
1. Open Notepad.

2. Type the following on the first line: @echo off
3. On the next line, type the website you want like this “website name” “website URL”
4. Continue adding as many websites as you want like this.
5. Save the file as a .bat file. Also save the original .txt file, so that you can open it and add
or remove sites as needed.
Here is a screencap of the batch file I made for Daily sites.

Faucets
There are hundreds of faucets sites, and usually have a limited number of bitcoins available,
so they often run dry. Since they often have minimum payout amounts which you have to reach
before you can actually get your money, there is always the risk that they will run dry before
they pay you. So I like the ones that pay instantly, usually to Xapo, or that pool your daily
earnings into a "microwallet," so you can collect tiny bits from many different sites, to reach
cash out quicker. Even if some of the faucets dry up, you won't lose your credits, and there are
always new ones to take their place.
My favorite "microwallet" is Coinbox.me. You can access a bunch of different faucets right
from Coinbox, or you can visit the sites directly by typing their URLs into your browser. These
usually are on a thirty minute timer, so you can get some Satoshis every half hour. Coinbox will
keep track of your earnings, and pay you once you reach 0.00005500 (55uBTC).
Microwallet.org: This is a site similar to Coinbox, where many different sites send micro
payments, and they hold it in your account until you reach payout minimum. You can use the
same Coinbase Bitcoin address you use for all the other sites. There is one small disadvantage
to Microwallet; they charge a "transaction fee" and deduct it from your bitcoin earnings when
they send you your payment. But a lot of the smaller faucets send payments right to
Microwallet, especially on faucet rotators like Land of Bitcoin (see below,) so it is important to
get a Microwallet account if you do a lot of instant faucets. Another good microwallet is
FaucetBox.
There are a few good standalone daily and hourly faucets. These sites save up your daily
earnings until you reach the minimum cashout amount. They seem to be pretty reliable, and
most of them have referral links. There is still a chance they will dry up, but it's probably not
likely in the short term. These are my go-to sites, the ones I get most of my free bitcoin from.
MoonBit: Moonbit is my favorite faucet site. It is a unique site, because you decide when to
claim, instead of being restricted to hourly or daily. The faucet builds up until you claim, so the

longer you leave it, the higher the claim amount. It is very easy to get weekly cashouts with
minimal effort at this site. They also pay instantly if you have a Xapo account. (They'll tell you
how to get one if you don't already have one.)

Hourly sites – These sites let you submit your bitcoin address and solve the captcha every
hour. (I made a batch file just for these sites to make it easier.) There are many hourly faucets,
and actually many of them give a dispense every 30 minutes or less. These are my favorites.
FreeBitco.in: This is a very simple, easy to use site, and my favorite of the hourly sites. Once
you log in, it remembers you, so that you just have to fill in the captcha and click Roll, once per
hour (there is a clock that counts down that will tell you when you can roll again). They pay
well; it took me less than a week, only doing it a couple of times a day instead of hourly, to
reach cashout.
FreeBitcoinWin.com: This site is very similar to Free Bitco.in. The only difference is that you
have to log in first, before typing in the captcha, since it doesn't seem to remember you from
the last time. It is still a great site, easy to get rewards to add up quickly.
Bitcoin Zebra: This is a new hourly faucet site that just opened up. It is straightforward and
easy to use. They also have a great referral program.
Daily Free Bits: This is another great hourly site that opened up recently; the dispenses are
generous, and I've cashed out twice already.
Get Free Bitcoin: Another good site, with generous hourly dispenses.
Mother Faucet: This is a great site that pays directly into your Xapo wallet (you can get a Xapo
wallet through this site, or get a bonus for signing up through Bitcoin Zabra or Moon Bitcoin),
and they payouts are large for faucet sites.
Weekend Bitcoin: I just joined this site, and so far they seem to be wonderful! They have some
of the highest hourly dispenses of any faucets, as well as other ways to get even more Bitcoins.

Daily sites – There aren't many good daily sites left, but here are a few that seem to be reliable
(I have a batch file for these as well) I don't have any particular favorites, but if you run these
once a day, it won't take very long to reach cashout.
www.bitcoins4.me
www.bitcoiner.net
www.bithits.info
Land of Bitcoin – This is a faucet site "rotator," meaning that they have a bunch of faucet sites
which you can visit one at a time, by clicking the "Next Faucet "button at the top of each page.
They also pay you for logging in daily. Their faucets include some of the ones listed above, and

some of the Coinbox sites. They also have a lot of Microwallet.org sites, so it's a good idea to
get a free account there. (see above for a description of Microwallet).
QoinPro: This is a free site that is still in beta mode,so you can get in on the ground floor.
According to the site: "QoinPro is a multi-coin faucet with wallet-like features giving different
free coins (Bitcoin, Litecoin, Feathercoin, etc) on a daily basis to all subscribed members." So ,
not only do you get bitcoin, but you get other cryptocurrencies as well, and you don't have to
do anything to get them! But you'll get a bigger daily dispense if you get referrals. This has to
be the best daily site ever, since you don't even have to visit the site to get daily payments. It
does take a very long time to get enough to cash out, though.

Mobile Faucets
If you have a smartphone, there are a couple of great apps that pay out
Bitcoin for playing games or viewing ads.
Bitcoin Aliens: This is my favorite. They have a web faucet and an app. In
the app, you can earn a lot of satoshi by killing aliens to complete missions.
A new mission resets every 3 hours. Scan the QR code to go directly to the
download link! Or use this link:
http://www.bitcoingameapps.com/track.php?ref=125139
Bitcoin Aliens also has two other apps that can be accessed from the same link above. All three
apps are available for Apple and Android.

Ads, Tasks, and Offers
The other main category of free bitcoin sites consists of websites that pay you for clicking on
ads (usually with a timer so you have to view the sites for a specified length of time), watching
videos, doing tasks, and completing offers. Usually I don't have much computer time, and the
offers take a little longer than website clicking, so I generally stick with the websites that pay
for clicking on ads. Here are a few PTC (paid to click) sites to get started:
Visit Bit – VisitBit is a pretty easy PTC site; basically a rotator. Once you login by submitting
your Bitcoin address, the sites to be visited load one at a time. Wait for the timer, solve the
captcha, and various bits are paid directly to your Microwallet account. (You can visit other
sites while waiting for the timer to run down).
Coin Adder: I just joined this site, and they have a lot of ads to click. It is easy to use, the sites
you visit open up in a new tab, and you just have to wait for the timer to count down before
clicking on another ad.
If you would like to check out some of the offer sites, here is a short list. I haven't really tried
them out much, although they seem to have a lot of offers, just because I don't have the time.
The first two are pretty easy, since they have videos to watch, so they are almost as good as the
PTC sites.
Bitcoin Get
Free Digital Money

BitToClick

Conclusion
There are many ways to earn some Bitcoin for free. You won't get rich,
but it is easy to spend a few minutes a day to get started in the Bitcoin
marketplace. Once you get started, you can find even more ways to earn
Bitcoin, perhaps even do some "mining" of your own. (To find out more
about Bitcoin mining, visit this link).
You can also earn extra Bitcoin by referring others to the sites you use,
especially the hourly faucet sites. (Many of the links in this ebook are
referral links.)
For a more thorough explanation of Bitcoin, it's history, usage, and popularity, Wikipedia
has a good article here. QoinPro also has a great explanation of Bitcoin, as well as other
cryptocurrencies.
Lastly, I hope you've found this report informative and interesting. All the links are working
as of the time this was written, but the Bitcoin world changes so quickly, that I can't guarantee
all the sites will stay open for a long time. But when one site dries up, there are many more to
take it's place, so you'll always find plenty of good free Bitcoin websites to use.
If you need help with anything, please contact me on Skype – username connierebel.
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